This is how you apply for a job at Voiceworks
At Voiceworks, we are all part of a team. We will support you every step of the way but also give you
the freedom you need to complete your own tasks. If you are looking for a job in a friendly and
challenging environment, sending us your application is the first step in the right direction! If it’s only an
article, you can follow the introdcution with a caption that state your name and function
Step 1: Applying for a job
Sending us your application is simple: just click on the ‘apply now’ button under the vacancy to which you want to respond and send us
your information. Make us enthusiastic and we’ll arrange a meeting as soon as possible!

Step 2: Planning an interview
The next step is out of your hands and in ours! Once we’ve received your (open) application, we’ll review the information and get back to
you to let you know if we want to meet you. If we don’t have a position which matches your skills and experience at that time, we will
save your information and contact you again when we have an opening which might interest you.

Step 3: First interview
The first interview is a great opportunity to get to know each other. Does it ‘click’ between us? Do we want you as a member of our team?
Do you want to be a member of our team? This initial meeting is the best possible method to quickly learn if we are each what the other is
searching for.

Step 4: Second interview
If we are still enthusiastic after the first interview, we’ll invite you to a second interview for a more in-depth discussion about the position
you’re applying for. Is everyone in agreement about what, precisely, the function entails? Does your profile meet our criteria? An essential
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part of the procedure is confirming your references, which may be supplemented with an assessment.

Congratulations, the job is yours!
The application procedure usually consists of two interviews. If both parties remain enthusiastic once the interviews are conducted; we’ll
make you an offer. We hope that, once the offer is made, you’ll agree to the terms we are proposing, sign the contract and join our team.
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